Initial phantom study on estimation of speed of sound in medium using coherence among received echo signals.
Ultrasound beamforming is required to obtain clinical ultrasound images. In the beamforming procedure, the distance between the receiving focal point and each transducer element is determined based on the assumed speed of sound in the tissue. However, the actual speed of sound in tissue is unknown and varies depending on the tissue type. To improve the performance of an ultrasonic beamformer by evaluating its focusing quality, the coherence factor (CF) was introduced in medical ultrasound imaging. The CF may be used to estimate the speed of sound in tissue because it can identify focusing errors in beamforming. In the present study, the feasibility of CF for estimating the speed of sound was examined through phantom experiments. To evaluate the dependency of CF on the assumed speed of sound in ultrasound beamforming, beamformed ultrasonic radio frequency (RF) signals and CFs were obtained at different assumed speeds of sound. CF is highest when the assumed speed of sound matches the true speed of sound in the medium. Therefore, the speed of sound in the medium was determined as the assumed speed of sound, which gives the highest CF. The proposed method was validated in a conventional line-by-line sequence with a focused transmit beam and ultrafast plane wave imaging. A homogeneous phantom (diffuse scattering medium) with a known speed of sound of 1540 m/s was used for validating the proposed method. Beamformed ultrasonic RF signals and CFs were obtained at an assumed speed of sound from 1480 to 1600 m/s varied at a pitch of 5 m/s. In the line-by-line sequence, CF reached the maximum at an assumed speed of sound of 1525.0 m/s (0.97% difference from the true value) when CFs at all spatial points in the region of interest (ROI) were averaged. On the other hand, the speed of sound was determined to be 1528.5 m/s (0.75% difference) when CFs at spatial points with CF-weighted echo amplitudes were larger than 20% of the maximum value. In plane wave imaging, the speed of sound was estimated to be 1544.5 m/s (0.29% difference) using CFs with CF-weighted echo amplitudes larger than 20% of the maximum value. The speed of sound of a homogeneous medium could be determined by the proposed method with errors of less than 1% using CFs obtained from ultrasonic echo signals selected based on the CF-weighted echo amplitudes, i.e., when echo signals with better signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were used.